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I would like to express my heartiest gratitude
for Matsuzawa Elementary School, as a
research promotion school, with your hard
eﬀort for mathematics educational research.
It is really important to support students have
insight to the solution with logical reasoning
and to develop ability to explain their
mathematical ideas. Through this research
project, Matsuzawa Elementary School has
tried to ﬁnd ways to improve mathematics
teaching and learning by focusing on
investigating the process of studentsʼ problem
solving, promoting studentsʼ ability to explain
their idea with logical reasoning, and
deepening studentsʼ ideas through explaining
each other. I expect Matsuzawa Elementary
School to establish an approach for teaching
through problem solving in mathematics and
to evolve quality learning.
Lastly, I would like to deeply thank to Ms.
Kayoko HAYASHI, principal and all the t
eachers and the staﬀ of Matsuzawa
Elementary School, and all external advisors.

Introduction

Kayoko Hayashi, Principal

“From knowing to living”
This is the main theme for Matsuzawa
Elementary school since 1972. Research done
within the school has been put forth with this
theme kept in mind.The idea of “the power to
live” has been put forth from the new course
of study that has been put into practice from
this year. From this, within Arithmetic, it has
been asked to foster basic abilities, skills, and
mathematical ways of thinking and expressing,
and to raise the will to learn.
Our research has been aiming for a lesson
which each student has their own thoughts,
can learn from each other, and express their
thoughts through each steps of problem
solving. We have been able to see students
working hard along with teachers trying to
eﬀectively use the studentʼ s ideas within the
lesson.
Henceforth, we are thinking of continuing the
research to deepen the study. We would like to
thank all of the teachers who participated and
advisors who gave us advices for this research.

Reasons for setting the
research theme
“Mathematics teaching that supports
students to explain their ideas to
each other and learn from each other”
~ Learning through problem solving~

The new Course of Study has been put into practice

since this school year. Fostering mathematical thinking
and expression has been put forth from the revisions

done this time. For the teaching contents, it has been
asked to “enrich the kind of teaching where students
are taught to think systematically, in logical steps, by

reasoning, and to understand the connections among
words, numbers, mathematical expressions, ﬁgures,

tables, and graphs. This kind of teaching will also allow
students to learn appropriate usage, problem-solving,

how to explain one's ideas clearly, and how to express
and communicate one's ideas to others” .

At our school, the main goal for the school is to

foster “clever” students. As a part of the practice, we
have been researching how to foster knowledge for

students to have their own thoughts and explanations
by learning through problem solving. As a result of

the research, we were able to know that our students
were able to express their thoughts with numbers,

equations, and diagrams through individual solving but
are still struggling with presenting their thoughts

understandably to the class. This was because the
students didnʼ t have much experience of group

discussion where they talked about each otherʼ s
thoughts and learned from each other.

From the results, this year, to research how teachers

should instruct and teach students, we took in a

ctivities to talk with one another to understand each

otherʼ s thoughts and to present their own thoughts

in an understandable way in a presenting, comparing
and discussing, and summarizing situation. Also we

took in activities for students to learn own their own

by looking back at what they understood and learned
from each other by having a group discussion.
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Structure of the overall Research
Goals for
education

Demands from
the society

To foster the power to live
Foster the power to think, judge, and express
Rise the will to learn. Establish the habit of studying
To improve language activities
Self conﬁdence. Hope for the future
Rise in strength

Kindly

Wisely

(main goal)

Actual conditions
of children

Strongly

The teacherʼ s
wishes

From the result of the studentʼ s sense research
(correlations between if mathematic is fun・
explaining・notebook・comparing and discussing
situation)
each student became able to express their ideas

Overall objectives
for Arithmetic

Through mathematical activities, to help students acquire basic
and fundamental knowledge and skills regarding numbers,
quantities and geometrical ﬁgures, to foster their ability to think
and express with good perspectives and logically on matters of
everyday life, to help students ﬁnd pleasure in mathematical
activities and appreciate the value of mathematical approaches,
and to foster an attitude to willingly make use of mathematics in
their daily lives as well as in their learning.

Students are repulsed to express their ideas
We want them to establish a form of learning by
comparing and talking about the goodness of each
otherʼ s thoughts

Research
Theme

“Mathematics teaching that supports students
to explain their ideas to each other
and learn from each other”
~ Learning through problem solving ~
The form of student
to aim for

Students that have their own thoughts and can explain it logically
Lower grade
subcommittee

Student that can express
their thoughts using words,
numbers, equations, diagrams,
etc. through activities using
concrete objects.

Students that can feel comfortable using numbers and diagrams, through activities using
concrete objects, by listening
to otherʼ s thoughts and
following operational activities.

Students that can learn from each other and understand each other
Middle grade
subcommittee

Upper grade
subcommittee

Student that can expresses
their thoughts in a logical s
teps using words, numbers,
equations, diagrams, tables,
and graphs.

Students that can express
their thoughts logically using
words, numbers, equations,
diagrams, tables, and graphs.

Student that can deepen their
thoughts by noticing the
similarities and diﬀerences
between opinions.

Students that can think about
their thoughts and otherʼ s
thoughts in a integrating and
expanding way.

Special support education
class subcommittee

Student that can choose the
way to think from various
choices and explain it to
otherʼ s.
Students that can listen to
otherʼ s thoughts and
understand the similarities
and diﬀerences.

Research
Hypothesis

In the section of presenting・comparing and discussing for the problem solving situation, have each
students explain and understand each otherʼ s thoughts. Doing so, the students will be able to summarize
by ﬁnding similarities and diﬀerences between various opinions, appreciating the merit of mathematical
manipulation, and by generalizing and thinking in an integrating and expanding way.

Research Contents
To make examples of eﬀective questionings for each steps of problem solving.
To clarify the goals for the unit and lesson and verify of the method of teaching in a presenting
・comparing and discussing situation and to do a kyozai kenkyu to achieve the goals.
Making of the Essence of Lesson Plan (cases written in a teaching plan style about teaching
methods for problem solving situations)
Setting an arithmetic time (to secure time to familiarize technical skills)
Improvement for instructions for note taking and board writing
Research Method

Investigating the results of the student attitude survey and the assessments
of the student achievement.
Carry out lesson study by having research lesson in all grades in order to
improve mathematics teaching and learning

Matsuzawa Elementary school learning standards Matsuzawa Elementary school teaching standards

Cooperation from parents
and the area

Area governed school
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Ideal lessons to aim for

Anticipated student
responses

Kyozai kenkyu
No.1
We also conduct
kyozai kenkyu by
focusing on the
student prior learnings and extending the topics.

Clearly set goals
and teach.

Goals of
the unit

Examples of
student responses
and teacher
support

Goals for
the lesson

Flow of
the unit

Mathematical
expressions

Teaching plan
Evaluation plan

Textbook
teaching
guide

Text books
of other
companies

Elementary school
teaching guide for
the Japanese
course of study

Manupilatives
Work
sheets

Book

Kyozai kenkyu
No.2

Improvclass

Developing
teaching materials

Improvement
of questioning

Learning through problem solving at our school
Flow of Problem
Solving learning

Understanding
the problem

Having insight
to the solution

Student activities

Capturing the
problem situation
mathematically

Thinking insightfully
and to have their
own ideas

To make students be
able to understand the
scene properly.

Points to consider
for the teacher

To make students think
of the diﬀerences
between problems.

To think back and ﬁnd
information that is useful from what they have
already learned.

To take good care of
their notebooks which
are their history of what
they have learned.

Individual
problem solving
Expressing
their ideas
To have children speciﬁcally write how to
solve the problem and
why they did so.
When doing so, the
teacher will tell the
students to not only
write the equations
and answers, but also
use diagrams or words
to describe is.
(in some cases they
may use number lines,
graphs, and operations)
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ing whole
discussion

Improving summarizing of the lesson

Examining the
view points of
the discussion

We believe it is important to consider what to
have them discuss about and how to support
them reach the goal.

Studentʼ s
journal

Ideal lessons
to aim for

We evaluated the
eﬀectiveness of
the lesson by
looking at the
studentʼ s Journals.

Instructions
Key
questions

Board
writing plan

Improving
board writing

Presenting the solutions
Explaining oneʼ s
opinion
To Make a point of
relatins between equations, diagrams, and
words.
To be able to explain in
logical steps by using
“ﬁrst” , ” next” , ” because” , etc., in the
lower grades, teach the
basics for speaking
step by step.

Understand
otherʼ s opinion
To make them listen
making relations between diagrams, equations, and words.

Especially for diagrams,
use a common diagram
throughout the class
and have every students
use it when they explain.
(ex. Number lines)

Comparing and discussing
Summary of the lesson
the solutions

Putting together
diﬀerent opinions
to investigate
better solutions.
To make them realize
same ideas and have
them put it together.

To support students
consider for various of
ideas on what is good
about handring problem
mathematically
(ex. simplify, clearly
or exactly).

Looking back at
themselves.
To write the black board
so that the ﬂow of the
lesson can be seen.

To support students write
notebook so that their own
ideas and their friends ideas
through the lesson can be
notiﬁed so that it can become one of the elements
to look back.

To support students
write studentʼ s journal
points of views*.
*Look at p.10-11.
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Examples of eﬀective questioning for each steps of the learning through
Flow of Lesson

Understanding
the problem

Having insight
to the solution

Individual
problem solving

Students Activities

Capturing the
problem situation
mathematically

Thinking insightfully
and having
oneʼ s ideas

Expressing oneʼ s
ideas

Pictures of
students activities

Understands the
problem situation
correctly.

Preferable
student behavior

Looking for the diﬀerences between
problems they have
already learned
Recalling necessary
knowledge to solve
the problem
Insightfully thinking
the way of thinking
Insightfully thinking
of the answer

Trying to solve the
problem by using
knowledge they have
already learned.
Expressing their own
ideas in a way everyone can understand
Always looking for a
better way of thinking
Ex. “Faster, easier,
more precise” , etc.

“Which is the necessary
numbers?”

“Whatʼ s diﬀerent from “Letʼ s think of other
the other problems we ways to solve it”
have already learned?” (asking of various ways
“What have we been
learning?”

Eﬀective
questioning and
advices

to think)

“Letʼ s express it in a
diﬀerent way”

(urging various ways to
“What is the hint to
solving this problem?” express)

“What do you think the “Letʼ s write the diagram
(equations, graphs)”
answer might be?”
(specify the way of
expression)

“Letʼ s think which way
of thinking is the better?”
(make notice what is
good about handling
problems mathematically)
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”

problem solving
Presenting the solution
Explaining their ideas

Trying to explain their
ideas in a way everyone can understand
Speaking in front of
the blackboard, with
their face and body
looking toward the
class
Explaining using equations and diagrams

Understanding
otherʼ s ideas

Listening to otherʼ s
presenting their
solutions to understand it.
(shown by nodding)

Comparing and
discussing the solution

Putting together
various ideas to
come up with
a better idea

Looking for diﬀerences and similarities
between their ideas
and their friendʼ s
ideas
Thinking of what is
good about handling
problems mathematically
Thinking in an integrating and expanding
way.

Ex. “ﬁrst 〜” ,
“this is because 〜”

“What do you think?
“Can you understand
(ask without repeating)” this way of thinking?
(asking other students) Can you explain it?”
(have another student
“Why is that?”
read the way of thinking
(asking for evidence)
written on the blackboard)
“So?”
(use when you want the “ ○○ʼ s speech was
student to speak
great, wasnʼ t it?
continuously)
Letʼ s follow good ways
of presenting speeches”
“Is there anyone who
(praise good speeches
solved it the same way? at the spot)
“Letʼ s have another
person who solved it
the same way explain it”

“Is there anything you
noticed by looking at
these ideas?”
“What are the
similarities?”

Summary
of the lesson
Looking back at
themselves

Has what they understood and reﬂected
from todayʼ s lesson
written down
Has their student
journal written down
Ex.
“Today I understood
A because B”

“What did you understand
from todayʼ s lesson”
(conclude using the
studentʼ s words)

“Write 1to3 points of views
that ﬁt this hour of study
from what they underst“What are the
ood・what they noticed・
diﬀerences?”
questions they have・
“Which way of thinking what they thought from
is most understandable?” their friendʼ s ideas”

“Which way of thinking
do you think is able to
use at all time?”
(Have questions ready
about what is good
about handling problems
mathematically)
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Essence of Lesson Plan
By focusing on each process of learning through problem solving,
the Essence of Lesson Plan has been developed so that the ﬂow
of the lesson can be easily understood. In the section of the individual problem solving, some of the major anticipated student
ideas for solving the problem are highlighted. In the section of
presenting and examining student ideas, eﬀective questioning for
the students to explain each other and learn from each other,
and the typical students responses are highlighted.

Example of student reaction
The main examples of student
reactions are given on the right side
of the page. Other cases that students often make mistakes and advices for them are given here

Unit name &
teaching plans

Teaching methods
States the kinds of teaching methods that will
be used in order to
achieve the goal for the
whole unit

Board writing plan
*Refer next page

Evaluation
It speciﬁcally states how the students changed through this hour of lesson.
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The goal and teaching of
the lesson

States examples of questions and student reactions
that ﬁts the purpose by narrowing down the points
for each steps of the problem solving learning.

Understanding the problem
Makes the problem and the
goal for the period clear.

Having insight
to the solution
Conﬁrms and reminds
knowledge that has already been learned. Also
conﬁrms how to insightfully think of answers
and ways to think.
If the teacher is going
to narrow the way of
thinking, it is done here.

Individual problem
solving
Picks up 3to4 predicted
reactions of the students.
It is lined up so that the
preferable way of thinking is lined up from left
to right.
It is also in the order the
solution was presented.

Comparing and
discussing the solution
It states examples of
eﬀective questions and
student reactions in
order to summarize the
lesson in an integrative
and extensive way by
having students talk with
each other, ﬁnd out similarities, and classify the
many ideas that came up.

Summary of the lesson
Have the student come up with the conclusion in their own words
by looking back at what they learned this lesson.
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Instructions for note taking

By looking at the actual conditions from the results of the investigation, copying the blackboard
and listening to otherʼ s ideas had a correlation for the lower grades. We expected that by having
the teacher write down the studentʼ s opinions in order so that it is easier to understand, and by
having the students copy it to their notebooks, it will be easier to understand otherʼ s ideas.
Also for the middle and upper grades, there is a correlation between writing their ideas on their
notebooks and listening to otherʼ s ideas. Furthermore, the writing their ideas also correlated with
the comparing and talking about each otherʼ s ideas. From these results, we believe it is important
to give students to give time to write their ideas and otherʼ s ideas, and provide them eﬀective
instructions for note taking in order for the students to be able to explain and to come up with
better ideas. For that we have set the goals for improving student note taking, according to the
developmental stage, and instruct how to show the ﬂow of the lesson, their opinions, and the other
ʼ s opinions on their notebooks.

Note taking goals for the lower grades

Note taking goals for

Can write down
what is written on the blackboard
Diagram expression to instruct

Diagram expression

Can show the problem situation and the way of solving
by using symbols such as circles.
Can show the relation between addition and subtraction
with a tape diagram (second grade).
Can show series of whole numbers on the number line.
Can show the composition and decomposition of
numbers using the cherry diagram.

Studentʼ s journal
point of views

What they
understood

Can write
what the teacher

What they
noticed
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Can show the size of
diagram.
Can show the relations
division by using a tape
Can show the series of
on the number line
Can show the size of the
area model.

What they want
to think about

t

r

the middle grades
down
and others said
to instruct

the number using a number
between multiplication and
diagram and a number line.
decimal numbers and fractions
quantity using the rectangular

next

What they thought from
otherʼ s way of thinking

Note taking goals for the upper grades
Can write down points that they
thought were important by listening
to their friends way of thinking

Diagram expression to instruct

Can show the relations between multiplication and division
(decimal numbers and fractions )on the number line.
Can show the relations between quantities on a table.
Can combine the permutation and show it on a tree
diagram.

Instruct to write based on the goal for the hour
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Teaching according to individuals
(Special support education class subcommittee)
Teaching based on the teaching plan
for individuals

For children in the special support education class,
a teaching plan for each child is made every year.
This teaching plan clearly states the goals and the
steps to achieve it, which is set according to each
childʼ s actual conditions. It is used to teach each
subject and to help them live oneʼ s own life.
The teaching plan for each child is made with the
childʼ s parents, and every person who interacts with
the child should understand the goal and the supporting plan written on the teaching plan and use them
all the time.

Groups according to the
developmental stages
In the special support education classes there are
children from the ﬁrst grade to the sixth grade.
There are also diﬀerences between each child in their
development stage.
To advance the learning eﬀectively, for literature and
mathematics, the children are divided into groups
according to their developmental stages and not their
grades.

Setting assignments in small steps
Set assignments in small steps according to the development stage and acquisition situation of each
student along the ﬂow of the contents to teach for
each subject. It is made to go on to the next step after
acquiring one step.
It is made to work on the assignment and after acquiring one step to go on to the next step to carefully
develop knowledge.

Improving teaching materials・
manipulatives
To have the child be able to work on the assignment
with enjoyment, use teaching materials that attracts
each childʼ s interests.
Since operations of objects are necessary, especially
for children learning the concepts of numbers, use
teaching materials that are easy and safe to deal with
according to the conditions of development of ﬁngers.
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From the results of the student attitude survey and the
assessments of the student achievement
We researched the correlation between the activity
of writing down their own ideas, otherʼ s ideas, and
copying the black board on to their note books, and
the activity of explaining their ideas, listening to otherʼ s
ideas, and talking with each other about them.
From the results below, we put together an examination of note taking and presenting ・comparing and
discussing situation for the lower・middle・upper
grades and for the special support education class.

Lower grade
To be able to write their ideas
on their notebooks, listen to
otherʼ s ideas and tell otherʼ s
their own ideas actively by
devising how to make them
work on activities such as
copying the black board.

Middle grade
To be able to have conﬁdence
in themselves and compare
their ideas from their friendʼ s
ideas by having the habit to
write down their own opinions
on their notebooks.

Higher grade
Make students be able to
participate in the debate
actively and listen to otherʼ s
ideas by making a point of
writing down ideas noticeably
on notebooks.

Special support
education class
To see how much the student
understands the concepts of
numbers, device the way to
present the assignment, have
them feel the joy of reaching
the answer, and let them have
more opportunities to explain
oneʼ s thoughts with conﬁdence.

Like
mathematics

Research done July 2011
How to see Peasonʼ s product moment
correlation coeﬃcient
Relatively strong
correlation
Strong correlation

Feel happy when
the answer was
correct

It is fun when I understood what I couldnʼ t understand

It is fun writing ideas
on notebooks

It is fun to explain
my idea

It is fun copying
the black board

It is fun to hear
my friendʼ s ideas

Like
mathematics

Feel happy when
the answer was
correct

It is fun writing ideas
on notebooks

It is fun to explain
my idea

It is fun to hear
my friendʼ s ideas
It is fun to compare
and talk about each
otherʼ s ideas

Like
mathematics

It is fun to explain
my idea

It is fun writing ideas
on notebooks
It is fun to talk
about each
otherʼ s ideas

Like
mathematics

It is fun to hear
my friendʼ s ideas

Feel happy when
the answer was
correct

It is fun to talk
about each
otherʼ s ideas
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Board writing plan

Write the date
and the object

As a part of the Kyozai Kenkyu, we thought that it is important to
the ﬂow of the lesson (assignment, question, studentʼ s ideas, and
We try to develop a board writing that the teacher needs not to
not only for seeing the ﬂow of the lesson but also for self evaluatthe actual board writing and examined at the subcommittee meeting
hts along with what they said on to their notebooks by looking at
learned through the board writing. In addition, it can be used to
teacher to improve their expressions for the lesson.

The object should
clearly show what
the students are
supposed to think
about for this period.

Write the problem

The teacher should
write the problem,
which they had ready
beforehand. When
writing it, the teacher
should read it out
loud with the students.
Tell the students to
write along with the
teacher and make up
the problem together
to have them think of
the numbers and
words that might
come up in the
problem.

Having insight
to the solution
Have students think
about what the diﬀerences between tod-ayʼ s
problem and the problem
they worked on during
the previous hour are,
and conﬁrm the point
they are going to think
about today. Have insight
for the way of thinking
(if there are any knowledge that can be used that
they already know) and
the answer (predict what
the answer might be).
The teacher should
narrow down the way of
thinking so that it will ﬁt
the object.

Write the equation and the reason

①In mathematics, it is important for students make decisions on what operation should be used. Not only have them
write the equation but also have them think of why it is so.
②After the class agree on what operation can be used,
it is important to clearly state what they should solve independently (for example, by having them think of why it will
become that equation). When presenting, be sure to let t
hem notice that they can use the knowledge they have already learned in the past.
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g.

develop a board writing plan. Board writing should be able to show
summary of the lesson) that the teacher has organized in advance.
erase the writing throughout the period. Board writing can be used
ion on how the lesson has been done. After the lesson, we recorded
Students were able to put together and understand otherʼ s thougthe board writing. They were also able to look back at what they
think in logical steps. By making a board writing plan, it can lead the

Present so that
they can talk about
the ideas
①Add key words and
phrases that the students said along with
the various ideas that
came up so that the
students can look for
similarities, group
them, and put them
together.
②Make use of the
ideas for further learning by naming it or
putting it upin the
classroom.

Write a summary of
the lesson based on
todayʼ s learning
Reveal student ideas and ﬁgure out how they come out
When solving problems individually, students use equations,
diagrams or graphs. They can express their ideas with equations,
diagrams, and words. The teacher should help the students express
their ideas using various ways in everyday lessons. Also, the teacher
should have the students be able to think in various ways by asking
them if there are no other ways to solve the problem.
Try to have as many students as possible to speak. It is also important to have students ﬁgure out the way of thinking on their own.

Write a summary of the
lesson that ﬁts the object.
The summary should be
based on what the students talked about and
debated about. It is favorable to use the words
the students used.
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Teaching standards
Matsuzawa Elementary school teaching standards was developed in 1987 in order for our
students to become independent learners, and for our teachers to teach each student
according to their achievement levels. We precisely stated it into three contents, which are
“basis for teaching” , “basic considerations” , and “basic learning attitudes and abilities” ,
so that teachers with not much experience can use it for their everyday classroom practices
and also to have every teacher be able to teach in the same way. It was revised in 2010.

Basis for teaching
Major premise
of a lesson

Students are the ones that learn
Students have the power to grow on their own
Every student is diﬀerent
Basis for teaching
Teaching steps

Teaching

Teaching materials Learning activities

1. Analyze the goal for the lesson
and the unit, and teach by clarifying the goal that must be achieved.
2. Use teaching materials that students show interest in and that
provides opportunities to solve
the problem. Have each student
have an assignment to solve.
3. Take time for each student to
work on the teaching materials
on their own, use aiding materials,
and to ask in order to solve the
assignment.
4. Give students a chance to self
evaluate and also evaluate each
other, to look back at oneʼ s lear-n
ing, and to have a feeling of
achievement and the will for the
next period.

Learning forms

Evaluation

5. Use books, ICT, 7. Attempt to est- 9. Keep in mind to ad- 1. Try to unify the teaching and the
vice each student by
evaluation, and evaluate synthetically
audio-visual aids to ablish the way of
thinking by making looking around at each from the point of view of each subhave the student
ject to acquire achievements that are
work on the assign- use of the studentsʼ one of them during
class learning and to
in harmony.
ment on their own ideas into the lesson and by using take in individual teach- 2. To be ready to assist each student,
and to foster inforing・group learning
grasp each studentsʼ actual condition
various learning
mation processing activities to incre- according to the deve- by reviewing the pretest and the beabilities.
havior observation data. While teachiase the willingness lopment of learning.
6. Developing and to learn.
10. Improve the ways of ng a class, check the studentʼ s replacing the desks and marks, work, notebook, and behaviors
using developmen- 8. Foster certain
the use of the ﬂoor.
to ﬁnd points that are troubling them
knowledge and
tary appropliate
brilliant sensibilities Also, think of a lesson and the way they think, from the
materials and the
materials that close by making a point outside of the classro- point of view of each subject, to
for activities that om to develop a form assist them.
to the students
which students can
3. Have them acquire conﬁrm achiecan be actually
everyday lives. In
experienced by the learn from each other. vements by checking how much they
order for the stud- students to realize
understood the unit at the end of the
ents to gain the
unit and by reinstructing those who
the heart, phenosolid understanding. menon, and object.
havenʼ t understood the unit yet.

Basic considerations
How to talk

Questioning

Reactions

Board writing

Notebook

○Use questions according ○Deepen the thoughts by ○Write carefully and clearly ○Not only have the
○Talk in a cheerful way
to each studentʼ s ability, cherishing wrong thoughts keeping in mind the size of student copy the board
watching out for the
the words, the stroke order
actual conditions, and
writing but also have
speed, loudness, place,
of kanji, and the conjugatioreactions,
○The
teacher
must
not
them add or correct
and attitude of talking.
nal ending.
restate or conclude the ○Keep in mind the positions necessary things
○Use a question that will studentʼ s thought s.
○Talk with appropriate
that the students are looking
lead to the object.
intervals.
at the blackboard.(ex. The re- ○Take enough time to
○Listen carefully for soli- ﬂection of the blackboard,
write
○Use questions that can loquies and murmurs
○Talk with an exact
the height, etc.)
create various ways of t
intention
○Make use of the materials ○Have the students write
hinking and point of views ○Do not miss reactions
and words the students made down not only the result
that may deepen, change, and wrote.
but also have them take
○Think about the student
○After questioning, you
or develop the idea
note of important things
○Devise the use of chalks,
and talk in a gentle way.
must wait
cards, and small blackboards. so they can notice the
○Make use of the stude- ○Keep in mind to devise the steps of thinking
○Do not lead the student ntʼ s reaction to correct, composition of the board
so they will think as the
writing so that it will help
assist, or put in order.
○Make use of what is
teacher intended but
organize and deepen the
written on the notebook
cherish the studentʼ s
ideas.
○Improve the use of
at the next lesson
unique thoughts
○Make
use
of
the
remarks
pointing intentionally and
to
write
down
the
developing
letting the students speak
○Make diﬀerences betprocess of thoughts and the
freely and point each
connections between the
ween questions used for other according to the
main points in a structured
instructions, suggestions, development.
way.
and advices.
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Basic learning attitudes and abilities
Listen

Speak

Write

Learn together

○Look at the person ○Look at the person
talking when listening you are talking to
and talk clearly
○think of the outline
○Clearly answer to
while listening
what you are asked

Second grade

○Think of what the ○Talk in a loud and ○Write what the
○Read interesting
teacher instructed or and easy books to
person is talking
clear voice toward
correctly write what the end
about while listening everyone
they understood
○Listen while under- ○Talk alternatively
○Understand the
standing the order
given the content the○Write so the order orders and the
of the story and the opponent is talking of matters are
situation while
noticeable
situation of the scene about
reading

Third grade

○Read easy readings ○Can share information and learning
to the end and
materials with each
enjoy it.
other
○Understand what
○Do not say things
is written while
that will hurt others
reading

First grade

○Write what the
teacher instructed
and also write what
you thought
○Write what you
experienced, close
matters, etc. in
simple sentences

Read

○Talk in an approp- ○Simply write what ○Read various kinds ○Help and teach
○Understand the
of readings with
riate loudness accor- is necessary
each other
content of the story ding to the situation
interest
while listening
○Write in an uniﬁed
○Can clearly say
○Read while under- what they do not
○Can correctly ans- structure so the
○Listen without
standing
the
point
of
wer given the content point is clear
understand
losing the point
the content
the opponent is

○Cherish ideas and
the way of thinking
unique to that
student
○Acknowledge and
praise device points

talking about

Fourth grade

○Can think of opini- ○Can talk in an appropriate speed and
ons and questions
volume according to
while listening
the situation
○Can listen for important points and ○Can talk without
missing the subject
main points of the
story

Fifth grade

○Can talk on the
○Can compare
otherʼ s ideas from topic according to
their own idea while their notes
listening
○Can talk in proper
manner
○Can understand
the main contents
and substances while
listening

○Can write in order ○Read various kinds
adding or correcting of readings
necessary things
○Can catch the main
point and think
○Can write so the
about the connectmain point is clear
ions between the
points

Sixth grade

○Can write according ○Can clarify the
to the opponent and purpose of the readthe condition of the ing and can read so
scene
that it ﬁts it
○Can note important
things
○Can understand
○Can clearly write
the main theme and
the substance and the the subject while
main theme thinking reading
of the whole structure
○Can pick the right
○Write
eﬀectively
○Can put together ○Can talk thinking with accuracy
reading according
about
the
time
and
their opinions while
to the purpose
○Can take notes
order
listening to otherʼ s
about important things
○Can talk eﬀectively ○Can write sentences ○Can read accord○Can listen with a
ing to the purpose
that ﬁt the purpose
according to the
problem to think
of the reading and
and content of what
purpose
about according to
the kind or form of
they are trying to
the purpose
the writing
express

Special support
Education class

○Can talk clearly
○Can listen quietly about close matters
looking at the person
○Can respond corrtalking
ectly with words and
gestures about eve○Can listen while
making sure of the ryday conversations
main contents of the such as responses
and greetings
story
○Develop their own
way of expressing
things

○Feel happiness for
helping otherʼ s
learning
○Can speak thinking
about others

○Can help and encourage friends that
are having trouble
○Can understand the
pleasure of working
together and learning
○Can learn mutually
acknowledging the
goodness of each
otherʼ s learning content and learning
attitude

○Can learn by working and competing
with each other
○Have interest in
○Take
interest
in
○Have interest in
illustrated books and otherʼ s behaviors
words and can
correctly write them picture book and try and remarks
to read it themselves
○Can learn with
○Can understand
○Can write what t
what is written and each other in friendly
hey experienced,
roughly understand manner by helping
close matters, etc.
and encouraging
the story
in easy sentences
each other
○Can understand
what the pictures
and symbols stand
for
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Learning standards
From the “Matsuzawa Elementary school teaching standards ” , we speciﬁcally stated the
belongings, attitudes, and behaviors that we want the students at Matsuzawa Elementary
school to at least acquire. This is put up in every classroom, and is commonly understood
by every teacher just like the teaching standard is.

Matsuzawa elementary school learning standards
Before the class starts
Put their books, notebooks, pencils, erasers, and things that are
necessary for the class neatly on their desks
The beginning and
ending of the class

Say the words to start and end
the lesson

How to listen when
someone is presenting

Look at the person talking
Nod and make brief responses while listening
Put your hands on your lap

What to do when you
have something to say

Raise hands quietly

When called on, say “yes” and then stand up to present

How to present
Look at the person who is listening
Talk clearly to the end
How to take notes
Write carefully within the square
Use a plastic sheet
Inside the pen case

5 to 6 pencils (do not use mechanical pencils)
Red colored pencil (red pen)
Ruler that is about 15cm

Eraser (one that erases good)

Felt tip pen
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Results and pursuable future research
Findings
Students were able to express oneʼ s idea by using not only words but also
mathematical expressions and diagrams. Because of the cohesive use of the
diagrams and expressions throughout the grades, the whole class discussion
became deeper and productive. , Moreover students were able to express their
ideas in the similar ways regardless who teach the lessons.
By crystalizing what we expect students to do in each stage of the problem
solving and the major points of the teacher instruction, students were able to
learn autonomously.
By preparing eﬀective key questions in each stage of the problem solving,
students were able to express oneʼ s idea using various ways and talk each other
clearly focusing on what should be discussed.
By planning blackboard writing, the ﬂow of the lessons became more coherent.
Students became able to look back what the learned by looking at the board
writing, Then they use it to put the various ideas together in integrating and
expanding ways, and to evaluate their learning during the lessons by themselves.
By making an essence of lesson plan, we were able to show the ﬂow of the l
esson, such as how we support students to discuss using various studentsʼ ideas
and how we summarize the lesson, easier to understand.

Pursuable future research
Some students still talk in a low voice or talk without looking others when they
talk oneʼ s idea, so it is hardly to say that all the students have fully developed
positive attitudes when they talk each other. It is necessary to continue teaching
what is the merit to pursuit more through explaining ideas each other.
We have found that there is relatively strong correlation between “It is fun writing ideas on notebooks” and “I like mathematics” . Thus, it is necessary for us to
continue providing enough time for the students to write down oneʼ s idea on to
their notebooks so they can understand the merits and importance of writing
own idea on their notebooks.
By conducting Kyozai Kenkyu, we have realized that we can teach more focused
and coherent ways, and use studentʼ s various reactions including their misconception eﬀectively. Henceforth, it is important to keep on conducting Kyozai
Kenkyu.
By using Matsuzawa Elemantary School Teaching Standards and Matsuzawa
Elemantary School Learning Standards, all the classrooms could to conduct
lesson in coherent ways. Henceforth we would like to continue research of
Matsuzawa Elementary School by using these standards.
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